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Janine Allen is a thoughtful artist, a painter before anything else, but one who 
has mastered this art discipline as a form of visual research and for whom 
practice and theory, work and passion are inseparable. One is able over a 
period of time to trace from her canvases the increasing maturity of her 
thinking –– from innovative visual material and motifs, from the cumulative 
complexity of their symbolic import over a period of time, from oblique 
implications and dense allusions which are eventually resolved in key works. 
In this regard she serves as an inspiring role-model for serious, senior 
students in painting. 
 
A scholar and researcher in visual culture as well as an exceptional creative 
individual, Janine Allen is also a social critic whose works spur the spectator 
into thought. One may describe the unifying thematic focus of her artistic work 
as “human orientation”. The topic of her Master’s dissertation and her first 
solo exhibition in 1995 was the functioning of cartographic metaphors in 
painting. This has provided the underpinning for constant visual research. 
 
For a decade now Janine Allen has been investigating a number of recurrent 
problems regarding mental mapping, or the schematising power of the human 
imagination, seeing painting on the one hand as impersonal systems of 
spatial and chromatic ordering and on the other hand as personal and 
imaginative compositions of painterly marks which operate irrationally and 
unconsciously, performing metaphoric projections of uncharted places, 
travellings, bodies, memories, negotiations and identities. 
 
Exploring the historical mappings of apocalyptic speculations she injected a 
strong temporal dimension into her work during 2000, a period marked by a 
strong millennial awareness. Tinkering with temporal orientational schemes to 
make visual sense of history’s identity questions –– namely Where do we 
come from? Who are we? Where are we going? –– her works begin to convey 
an impending sense of cultural and social crisis during the dawning of the 
millennium. In her paintings from this stage of her career, this re-orientation 
forms part of a critical awareness of human existence in extremis. In these 
compositions, visual intimations of inhuman and extreme conditions are 
charged with an ominously distopian sense of eschaton (the last things), in 
accordance with Hegel’s pronouncements regarding world history as world 
judgment. 
 
Since the turn of the millennium her research began shifting towards patholo-
gical mappings of the human body, related particularly to the crisis of the 
HIV/AIDS pandemic in South Africa. After the power of cartography in global 
mapping and history’s power in surveying time, she is now contending with 
medicine’s technological power in mapping and diagnosing the pathological 
body of the powerless terminal patient. 



 
Using alienating visual material from clinical medicine –– such as dissections, 
X-rays, histological stained tissue, CAT scans, digital imaging –– the millena-
rian theme of the last days is now projected onto the terminal and fragmented 
condition of the diseased human body and the suffering and impaired person. 
Her paintings typically transform the denaturalised materials of medical image 
technology into gruesome, monstrous and phantasmagoric marks of death. 
 
With human orientation still as underlying theme, she strives to uncover the 
spiritual meaning of pathology and death, often with autobiographical self-
portrait references. Her paintings sensitise spectators to reflect on the limits of 
the human condition and on its impending dehumanisation. Elaborated from 
earlier cartographic and millenarian schemes, the motif of a colourful grid-
patterned cover for a supine body –– dead, suffering or being diagnosed –– 
thus plays on a protective lead blanket as well as a shroud. The proximity of 
life and death implies suffering, vigilance, resistance and patient endurance. 
 
A new thematic component of multicultural identity blending enters Janine 
Allen’s work after 2002, following her residency at the Sacatar Foundation on 
the Itaparica Island, Brazil. She evolves a novel compositional format –– with 
central figurines prancing on, drifting across or hovering before indistinct 
colour fields, emanating strangely hybrid and often comic identities alluding to 
personal memories, portrait likenesses as well as historical references. 
Shifting between idol, puppet and mascot, such visual figures of identity often 
imply precarious acts of balance between magical power, ritual performance, 
individual authenticity, conventional stereotypes and market branding. 
 
Based on earlier developments, Janine Allen’s latest works involve a turn 
towards installation art. Various motifs from her paintings are now composed 
into structural arrangements of three components which together display 
subtle references to the aura of absent human bodies and spiritual apparitions 
–– heavy monumental slabs with altar, casket or sarcophagus allusions to the 
past; apparently floating protective coverings of etched metal tesserae with 
blanket, chain-mail or shroud allusions and, finally, emblematic wall-pieces 
with trophy or coat-of-arms allusions. 
 
 
 


